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Blockchains offer an immutable form to store data in a 
decentralised system. This has many advantages as the 
data becomes time stamped, tamper proof, is open source, 
hard to censor or ban and accessible from anywhere where 
in the world.

The Artverse can be said as a digital form of scriptings on 
wall/stones which cannot be removed unless the 
monument(internet or blockchain) is removed/reformed. 
Given the decentralised and open environment of blockchain 
systems, anyone can participate, view and share in this 
artverse, on a tower of messages from anywhere in the 
world. As the blockchain works on HEX inputs, a language 
for computers -
48656c6c6f2c207468697320697320612067656e65, 
which is the base form of any computer data, it can contain 
anything including files, text, pictures and more.

This digital chain of messages, just as marking a memory in 
a stone can be used in the same way to express, make a 
memory or wish to someone which will stay there for years 
and years to come or as long as internet exists!

While currently blockchains are viewed mostly related to 
currency systems and are perceived with mixed views. 
Through this project, I'm rather questioning how blockchains 
can be used in forms of arts, interactive environments, 
installations, games, and use-cases for data and digital 
permanency.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z0NMPfyZnnI


As blockchain systems are still in their 
early stages, along with spreading 
awareness of the technology, this 
artverse also highlights blockchain 
systems as an open uncensorable 
form of freedom of speech ~ 
uncensored journalism! There have 
been many cases where centralised 
systems can be corrupted to 
sometimes suppress the freedom of 
speech. Decentralised system and 
cryptographic ways of blockchain 
systems offer a platform against this 
form of corruption. With the values of 
freedom of expression and opinion, 
this ARTVERSE provides an 
interactive playful platform to share 
and view messages or any data 
embedded  in an immutable form. 
User can also choose to stay 
anonymous for safety if they wish to. 
It can also be used to timestamp any 
data or file as a proof of existence 
system and can be expanded as a 
tool for free form of information 
sharing.

https://www.theverge.com/2020/3/18/21184041/minecraft-library-censored-journalism-reporters-without-borders
https://www.boredpanda.com/tik-tok-reverse-engineered-data-information-collecting/?utm_source=magistudio&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=organic
https://cryptobulls.info/chinese-student-censorship-ethereum


RELATED : Being a new industry and not directly related to arts and games, there are not much art forms and are still being explored, few examples are below.

https://cryptograffiti.info/ shows messages embedded in BSV blockchain Visualisation for blockchain transaction flow 
https://github.com/KevinSmall/blockchain3d

A Firework for every bitcoin transaction.

Decentraland is a next gen blockchain based game. Some other related works towards gaming side may include Crypto ART(art tied to blockchain), Crypto kitties, cryptoverse etc,, 

https://cryptograffiti.info/
https://github.com/KevinSmall/blockchain3d
https://www.codersblock.org/blog/2014/05/fun-with-bitcoin
https://decentraland.org/
https://bankless.substack.com/p/the-first-100m-in-nfts


Development/Concept o1:

The environment consists of a 
pyramid/diamond shape verse. Around which 
revolves the blocks representing blocks from 
the chain each containing data. Once set, 
this chain will keep expanding forever,around 
the verse.

Inside the pyramid is imagined as an exploratory space which represents an open 
community future earth. This space has lots of ideas to expand upon, including 
ideas such as multiplayer interactivity, gamification, NFT’s etc in future. One of the 
ideas for the space is also an open call to artists/community  who wish to 
collaborate arts/3D models, the idea being,  that the space keeps evolving in an 
collaborative way along with the chain.

Immutable Scriptures floating around 
the diamond:

The blocks embed the messages of the 
chain, representing digital scriptures in 
a stone. User can click to view the full 
message or any other data embedded 
in that block. 

The verse provides a form of easy data 
visualisation for the on chain data in an 
interactive playful environment.



Current version of the project reads live data from etherscan.io,(a blockchain explorer for ethereum) api and displays it in an interactive environment.
Ethereum is often described as a second layer of blockchain systems, first being bitcoin or transaction layer. A more fitting term for Ethereum is a SmartContract instead of cryptocurrency 
as it allows much more functions and ability to scale and execute interactable codes/contracts in a decentralised open source form. It sits web3 ecosystem.

These posts below go in depth in development until now and serves as power silos packed with information for those topics which can serve as a 
handy resource for development inside unity, also containing further related works, findings , resources and more.

http://magistudio.net/work/digital-scriptures-ethverse-blockchain-based-artverse 
((environment concepts, optimisation, setups,code))
http://magistudio.net/work/unity-text-and-language-support-blockchain-digital-scriptures-agi-intensive 
((unity Text and multi - language support, ui systems, code))
http://magistudio.net/work/decoding-hex-reading-blockchain-messages-agi-intensive
((converting HEX data from api to human readable,code))
http://magistudio.net/work/data-vis-unity-api-blockchain-data
((setting up and consuming API data and structures in unity, project script structuring, code))
http://magistudio.net/work/block-tower-genesis-agi01
((genesis))

Along with further potential for gamification, the project also has enabled tools for forms of data visualisation for blockchains. 

http://magistudio.net/work/digital-scriptures-ethverse-blockchain-based-artverse
http://magistudio.net/work/unity-text-and-language-support-blockchain-digital-scriptures-agi-intensive
http://magistudio.net/work/decoding-hex-reading-blockchain-messages-agi-intensive
http://magistudio.net/work/data-vis-unity-api-blockchain-data
http://magistudio.net/work/block-tower-genesis-agi01



